
3.2 Decision Tree Classifier
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Classification: 3 Step Process
1. Model construction (Learning):

Each record (instance, example) is assumed to belong to a predefined 
class, as determined by one of the attributes

This attribute is called the target attribute
The values of the target attribute are the class labels

The set of all instances used for learning the model is called training 
set

2. Model Evaluation (Accuracy):
Estimate accuracy rate of the model based on a test set
The known labels of test instances are compared with the predicts class 
from model
Test set is independent of training set otherwise over-fitting will occur

3. Model Use (Classification):
The model is used to classify unseen instances (i.e., to predict the class 
labels for new unclassified instances)
Predict the value of an actual attribute
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Classification Methods

iDecision Tree Induction
iBayesian Classification
iK-Nearest Neighbor
iNeural Networks
i If Then Rule
iAssociation-Based Classification
iGenetic Algorithms
iMany More ….

iAlso Ensemble Methods
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Decision Trees
iA decision tree is a flow-chart-like tree structure

4Internal node denotes a test on an attribute (feature)
4Branch represents an outcome of the test
4Leaf node represents class label or class label distribution

outlook

humidity windyP

P N PN

sunny overcast rain

high normal true false



Decision Tree Classific
ation  Example
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Decision Tree Learning Overview
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• Decision Tree learning is one of the most widely used and 
practical methods for inductive inference over supervised 
data.
• A decision tree represents a procedure for classifying 
categorical data based on their attributes.
• It is also efficient for processing large amount of data, so is 
often used in data mining application.
• The construction of decision tree does not require any 
domain knowledge or parameter setting, and therefore 
appropriate for exploratory knowledge discovery.
• Their representation of acquired knowledge in tree form is 
intuitive and easy to assimilate by humans
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Decision node attribute Selection:
• Hunt’s Algorithm  (Random node selection)
• Based on Entropy Calculation : (select maximum as node)

ID3 (Gain), C4.5(Gain Ratio)
• Based on Gini-Index : (select minimum as node)

SLIQ,SPRINT,CART



What is Entropy?
• The entropy is a  measure of the uncertainty associated 

with a random variable
• As uncertainty and or  randomness increases  for a result set 

so does  the entropy
• Values range from 0 – 1 to represent the entropy  of

information

Entropy (D) ≡∑− pi log2 ( pi )
i=1

For given data partition D:



Gain (Information Gain)
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Gain(D, A)= Entropy(D) −
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• !"#$$%&'%buys_computer ( )*+$,

• !"#$$%-'%buys_computer ( )./,

14 14 14 142 2Entropy(D) = − 9 log ( 9 ) − 5 log ( 5 ) =0.940
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Gain(age,D)

= Entropy(D) −
v ∈{Youth,Middle aged ,Senior} | S |

= Entropy(D) − 5 Entropy(Syouth) − 4 Entropy(Smiddle _ aged ) − 5 Entropy(Ssenior)  
14 14 14

= 0.246

Gain (age,D) = 0.246
Gain (income,D) = 0.029
Gain (student,D) = 0.151
Gain (credit _ rating,D) = 0.048
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Exercise

!"#$%&'(%)*)+,(-$-"#)%&,,)%")(.*$$-/0)12"./ 3.*045
Weather and Possibility of Golf Play

Weather Temperature Humidity Wind Golf Play
fine hot high none no
fine hot high few no
cloud hot high none yes
rain warm high none yes
rain cold midiam none yes
rain cold midiam few no
cloud cold midiam few yes
fine warm high none no
fine cold midiam none yes

rain warm midiam none yes
fine warm midiam few yes
cloud warm high few yes
cloud hot midiam none yes
rain warm high few no

!%
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Instance Language for Classification
i Example: “is it a good day to play golf?”

4a set of attributes and their possible values:
outlook sunny, overcast, rain
temperature cool, mild, hot
humidity high, normal
windy true, false

A particular instance in the
training set might be:

<overcast, hot, normal, false>: play

In this case, the target class
is a binary attribute, so each
instance represents a positive
or a negative example.
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Using Decision Trees for Classification
i Examples can be classified as follows

4 1. look at the example's value for the feature specified
4 2. move along the edge labeled with this value
4 3. if you reach a leaf, return the label of the leaf
4 4. otherwise, repeat from step 1

i Example (a decision tree to decide whether to go on a picnic):

outlook

humidity windyP

P N PN

sunny overcast rain

high normal true false

So a new instance:

<rainy, hot, normal, true>: ?

will be classified as “noplay”
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Decision Trees and Decision Rules
outlook

humidity windyP

P N PN

sunny overcast rain

> 75%<= 75% > 20 <= 20

If attributes are continuous, 
internal nodes may test 
against a threshold.

Rule1:
If (outlook=“sunny”) AND (humidity<=0.75)
Then (play=“yes”)

Rule2:
If (outlook=“rainy”) AND (wind>20)
Then (play=“no”)

Rule3:
If (outlook=“overcast”)
Then (play=“yes”)
. . .

Each path in the tree represents a decision rule:



Decision Tree Algorithm 
• Hunt’s Algorithm 
• ID3, J48, C4.5 (Based on Entropy Calculation) 
• SLIQ,SPRINT,CART (Based on Gini-Index) 



iDecision Tree Algorithm 
4Hunt’s Algorithm 
4ID3, J48, C4.5 (Based on Entropy Calculation) 
4SLIQ,SPRINT,CART (Based on Gini-Index) 

Hunt’s Algorithm 
iHunt's algorithm grows a decision tree in a recursive fashion by 

partitioning the training data into successively into subsets. 
iLet Dt be the set of training data that reach a node ‘t’. The general 

recursive procedure is defined as: 
4If Dt contains records that belong the same class yt, then t is a leaf 

node labeled as yt. 
4If Dt is an empty set, then t is a leaf node labeled by the default 

class, yd
4If Dt contains records that belong to more than one class, use an 

attribute test to split the data into smaller subsets. 
19



i- It recursively applies the procedure to each subset until 
all the records in the subset belong to the same class. 

i- The Hunt's algorithm assumes that each combination of 
attribute sets has a unique class label during the procedure. 

i- If all the records associated with Dt have identical 
attribute values except for the class label, then it is not 
possible to split these records any future. In this case, the 
node is declared a leaf node with the same class label as 
the majority class of training records associated with this 
node. 

20



Example:
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Tree Induction: 
Tree induction is based on Greedy Strategy i.e. split the records 
based on an attribute test that optimize certain criterion. 
Issues: 
1.How to split the record? 
2.How to specify the attribute test condition? 
•- Depends on attribute types and number of ways to split the record 
i.e. 2-ways split /multi- way split. 
•- Depends upon attribute types. (Nominal, Ordinal, Continuous) 
3. When to stop splitting?
- When all records are belongs to the same class or all records have 
similar attributes. 
4. How to determine the best split? 
•- Nodes with homogenous class distribution are preferred. 
•- Measure the node impurity. 

• Gain / Gain Ratio : Select maximum
• Gini-Index : Select minimum 



Entropy 
Entropy H(S)is a measure of the amount of uncertainty in the dataset 
(S)(i.e. entropy characterizes the dataset (S)). 

where,
S = The current dataset for which entropy is being calculated (changes 
every iteration of the ID3 algorithm) 
X = Set of classes in S
P(x) - The probability of each set S 

- When H(S) = 0, the set S is perfectly classified (i.e. all elements in S are 
of the same class).
- In ID3, entropy is calculated for each remaining attribute. The attribute 
with 
the smallest entropy is used to split the set S on this iteration.
- The higher the entropy, the higher the potential to improve the 
classification here. 



Information Gain 
Information gain is the measure of the difference in entropy from 
before to after the set S is split on an attribute A. 
In other words, how much uncertainty in dataset (S) was reduced 
after splitting dataset S on attribute A. 

Where, 
•H(S) - Entropy of dataset S 
•T - The subsets created from splitting dataset S by attribute A. 
•P(t) - The probability of class t 
•H(t) - Entropy of subset t 

In ID3, information gain can be calculated (instead of entropy) for 
each attribute.
The attribute with the largest information gain is used to split the 
set   on particular iteration. 



ID3 Algorithm 
• - The ID3 algorithm begins with the original dataset as the root 

node. 
• - On each iteration of the algorithm, it iterates through every 

unused attribute of the 
• dataset and calculates the entropy (or information gain ) of that 

attribute. 
• - It then selects the attribute which has the smallest entropy (or 

largest information gain) 
• value. 
• - The dataset is then split by the selected attribute to produce 

subsets of the data. 
• - The algorithm continues to recur on each subset, considering 

only attributes never 
• selected before. Recursion on a subset may stop in one of these 

cases: 



ID3 Algorithm
i. Every element in the subset belongs to the same class , then the 

node is turned into a leaf and labeled with the class of the 
examples.

ii. If the examples do not belong to the same class :
i. Calculate entropy and hence information gain to select the 

best node to split data. 
ii. Partition the data into subset. 

iii. Recursively repeat until all data are correctly classified 

26

Throughout the algorithm, the decision tree is constructed with each non-
terminal node representing the selected attribute on which the data was 
split, and terminal nodes representing the class label of the final subset of 
this branch. 
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Trees Construction Algorithm (ID3)
iDecision Tree Learning Method (ID3)

4Input: a set of training instances S, a set of features F
41. If every element of S has a class value “yes”, return “yes”; if 

every element of S has class value “no”, return “no”
42. Otherwise, choose the best feature f from F (if there are no 

features remaining, then return failure); 
43. Extend tree from  f by adding a new branch for each attribute 

value of f
h3.1. Set F’ = F – {f},

44. Distribute training instances to leaf nodes (so each leaf node n
represents the subset of examples Sn of S with the corresponding 
attribute value

45. Repeat steps 1-5 for each leaf node n with Sn as the new set of 
training instances and F’ as the new set of attributes

Note: ID3 algorithm only deals with categorical attributes, but can be 
extended(as in C4.5) to handle continuous attributes
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Attribute Selection - Example
i The “Golf” example: what attribute should we choose as the root? 
Day outlook temp humidity wind play
D1 sunny hot high weak No
D2 sunny hot high strong No
D3 overcast hot high weak Yes
D4 rain mild high weak Yes
D5 rain cool normal weak Yes
D6 rain cool normal strong No
D7 overcast cool normal strong Yes
D8 sunny mild high weak No
D9 sunny cool normal weak Yes
D10 rain mild normal weak Yes
D11 sunny mild normal strong Yes
D12 overcast mild high strong Yes
D13 overcast hot normal weak Yes
D14 rain mild high strong No

Outlook?

overcast
sunny

rainy

S: [9+,5-]

[4+,0-] [2+,3-] [3+,2-]

H(9,5)  = -(9/14).log(9/14) - (5/14).log(5/14)
= 0.94

H(4,0)  = -(4/4).log(4/4) - (0/4).log(0/4)
= 0

H(2,3)  = -(2/5).log(2/5) - (3/5).log(3/5)
= 0.97

H(3,2)  = -(3/5).log(3/5) - (2/5).log(2/5)
= 0.97

Gain(outlook) = .94 - (4/14)*0
- (5/14)*.97
- (5/14)*.97

= .24
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Attribute Selection - Example (Cont.)

humidity?

high normal

S: [9+,5-] (I = 0.940)

[3+,4-] (I = 0.985) [6+,1-] (I = 0.592)

Gain(humidity) = .940 - (7/14)*.985 - (7/14)*.592
= .151

wind?

weak strong

S: [9+,5-] (I = 0.940)

[6+,2-] (I = 0.811) [3+,3-] (I = 1.00)

Gain(wind) = .940 - (8/14)*.811 - (8/14)*1.0
= .048

So, classifying examples by humidity provides
more information gain than by wind. Similarly,
we must find the information gain for “temp”.
In this case, however, you can verify that
outlook has largest information gain, so it’ll be
selected as root

Day outlook temp humidity wind play
D1 sunny hot high weak No
D2 sunny hot high strong No
D3 overcast hot high weak Yes
D4 rain mild high weak Yes
D5 rain cool normal weak Yes
D6 rain cool normal strong No
D7 overcast cool normal strong Yes
D8 sunny mild high weak No
D9 sunny cool normal weak Yes
D10 rain mild normal weak Yes
D11 sunny mild normal strong Yes
D12 overcast mild high strong Yes
D13 overcast hot normal weak Yes
D14 rain mild high strong No
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Attribute Selection - Example (Cont.)
i Partially learned decision tree

i which attribute should be tested here?

Outlook

overcastsunny rainy

S: [9+,5-]

[4+,0-][2+,3-] [3+,2-]
?  ?  yes  

{D1, D2, …, D14}

{D1, D2, D8, D9, D11} {D3, D7, D12, D13} {D4, D5, D6, D10, D14}

Ssunny = {D1, D2, D8, D9, D11}

Gain(Ssunny, humidity) = .970 - (3/5)*0.0 - (2/5)*0.0 = .970

Gain(Ssunny, temp) = .970 - (2/5)*0.0 - (2/5)*1.0 - (1/5)*0.0 = .570

Gain(Ssunny, wind) = .970 - (2/5)*1.0 - (3/5)*.918 = .019
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Other Attribute Selection Measures
i Gain ratio: (similar to Gain: maximum is selected)

4Information Gain measure tends to be biased in favor attributes with a 
large number of values

4Gain Ratio normalizes the Information Gain with respect to the total 
entropy of all splits based on values of an attribute

4Used by C4.5 (the successor of ID3)
4But, tends to prefer unbalanced splits (one partition much smaller than 

others)
i Gini index: (minimum is selected)

4A measure of impurity (based on relative frequencies of classes in a set 
of instances)
hThe attribute that provides the smallest Gini index (or the largest 

reduction in impurity due to the split) is chosen to split the node
4Possible Problems:

hBiased towards multivalued attributes; similar to Info. Gain.
hHas difficulty when # of classes is large
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Gain Ratio for Attribute Selection (C4.5)

i Information gain measure is biased towards attributes with a 
large number of values

iC4.5 (a successor of ID3) uses gain ratio to overcome the 
problem (normalization to information gain)

4GainRatio(A) = Gain(A)/SplitInfo(A)
iEx.

4gain_ratio(income) = 0.029/1.557 = 0.019
iThe attribute with the maximum gain ratio is selected as the 

splitting attribute
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Gini Index (CART, IBM 
IntelligentMiner)

i If a data set D contains examples from n classes, gini index, 
gini(D) is defined as

where pj is the relative frequency of class j in D
i If a data set D is split on A into two subsets D1 and D2, the gini

index gini(D) is defined as

iReduction in Impurity:

iThe attribute provides the smallest ginisplit(D) (or the largest 
reduction in impurity) is chosen to split the node (need to 
enumerate all the possible splitting points for each attribute)
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Computation of Gini Index 

iEx.  D has 9 tuples in buys_computer = “yes” and 5 in “no”

iSuppose the attribute income partitions D into 10 in D1: {low, 
medium} and 4 in D2

Gini{low,high} is 0.458; Gini{medium,high} is 0.450.  Thus, split on the 
{low,medium} and {high} since it has the lowest Gini index

iAll attributes are assumed continuous-valued
iMay need other tools, e.g., clustering, to get the possible split 

values
iCan be modified for categorical attributes
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Comparing Attribute Selection Measures

iThe three measures, in general, return good results but
4Information gain: 

hbiased towards multivalued attributes
4Gain ratio: 

htends to prefer unbalanced splits in which one partition 
is much smaller than the others

4Gini index: 
hbiased to multivalued attributes

hhas difficulty when # of classes is large
htends to favor tests that result in equal-sized partitions 

and purity in both partitions



Advantages of Decision Tree Classifier 
1.– Inexpensive to construct 
2.– Extremely fast at classifying unknown records 
3.– Easy to interpret for small-sized trees 
4.– Accuracy is comparable to other classification 
techniques for many simple data sets 
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Overfitting and Tree Pruning
iOverfitting:  An induced tree may overfit the training data 

4Too many branches, some may reflect anomalies due to noise or 
outliers

4Some splits or leaf nodes may be the result of decision based on 
very few instances, resulting in poor accuracy for unseen instances

4Poor accuracy for unseen samples
iTwo approaches to avoid overfitting

4Prepruning: Halt tree construction early ̵ do not split a node if this 
would result in the error rate going above a pre-specified threshold
hDifficult to choose an appropriate threshold

4Postpruning: Remove branches from a “fully grown” tree
hGet a sequence of progressively pruned trees
hUse a test data different from the training data to measure error 

rates
hSelect the “best pruned tree”


